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Abstract

As Lean-Agile software development methods have become more prevalent at the practitioner level, an important question has arisen about how these small team methods can scale to meet the needs of larger organizations from the department to the enterprise level. Dean Leffingwell’s Scaled Agile Framework for LEAN Software Development (SAFe) incorporates a number of Lean-Agile best practices and has become a leading proposition for how to achieve these ends by scaling the operational model for software creation and delivery at scale. One of the questions that managers, and particularly government managers, raise is how Lean-Agile practices such as SAFe can fit within their organizations and meet the control regulations and requirements with which they must comply. To help these managers visualize the application of Lean-Agile practices using SAFe and how it might work for them, we have used System Dynamics modeling to investigate the operational characteristics of SAFe and build a prototype model that can be used as a learning tool and as the basis for future extension into decision support simulations to evaluate alternative organizational transformations based on SAFe. The key objective is qualitative understanding of the implications of possible scenarios rather than precise numeric metrics. The System Dynamics model-based investigation also allows SAFe to be compared structurally to other alternative approaches.

1. Introduction

As software has become more and more important to every aspect of modern life, the delay inherent in traditional software practice has become a critical liability. Managers in corporate and government sectors are seeking better methods to deliver quality software faster to dramatically cut the economic cost of delay. In defense and intelligence, the cost of delay can extend beyond economics to human cost when lives are placed at risk.

Concern about excessive delay in large scale government and defense software acquisition has been expressed repeatedly for over thirty years. A 2009 Defense Science Board report found that the average time from concept to initial operating capability was 91 months, that is, over seven years. In 1982, a defense study recommended an Agile-like process to “buy a little, test a little” to minimize overall software development exposure and risk (AFCEA, 1982). Thirty years later,

---
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A 2012 Brookings study found a “growing consensus on the need for agile approaches” in defense IT system acquisition (Duvall, 2012)

Agile methods have come to be seen as a likely means to break the bottlenecks in traditional processes. Agile grew from small teams building SmartPhone apps and other small software products to larger scale projects and increasingly to the software across the entire enterprise. SAFe, the Scaled Agile Framework (Leffingwell, 2017) has emerged as a leading contender for scalable practices that can achieve Agile benefits in organizations large and small.

A 2010 study by SEI of Agile in defense software acquisition was pessimistic, finding that while it was theoretically possible to use Agile in DoD, there were no regular practices established and program managers had difficulty fitting Agile into the DoD control processes (Lapham, et al., 2010). A follow up study in 2016 was decidedly more hopeful, finding that regulations has been revised and that “it is increasingly clear that Agile can produce a better product developed within cost and schedule parameters when both the government and the development side understand how to effectively employ Agile principles and practices” (Miller & Ward, 2016, p. v).

While the anticipated benefits are large, adopting radical changes in how software is developed and delivered brings with it risks that the change may not work out successfully in a given organizational setting (viz., Elbanna & Sarker, 2015). A manager faced with this kind of risk wants to be able to test drive the vision of the future before committing to large transformations in the way the organization works. Managers also frequently only have control of the part of the organization over which they are responsible and can at best make recommendations for changes to the larger context around them.

In order to make SAFe or other Agile methods work in a government context, and in many private sector enterprises, a manager may need a hybrid methodology. For example, a DoD program manager must live within the large-scale processes such as the Planning-Programming-Budgeting-Execution (PPBE) system that formalizes planning for future requirements, programming to assign requirements to future years, funding for the next year, and execution in the current year (Army Force Management School, 2011). This structure, and others that constrain manager flexibility, are decidedly un-Agile.

System Dynamics offers the potential to give managers a way to visualize the outcome of new methods before making a commitment. In this paper we describe a structural model that managers can use to walk through new ways of doing business. In follow on work, we will operationalize the model to allow managers to simulate the behavior of alternative choices in how to introduce Agile and integrate it with other elements and constraints within their organizations. We will also extend the model from the specifics of SAFe to hybrid methods.

Prior Research
The seminal work on applying System Dynamics to Software Development was the Abdel-Hamid and Madnick (1991) model of large Waterfall software development projects. In that model, the scope of the deliverable software was fixed as was the intended delivery date. The model addressed variation in cost and schedule lateness depending on a number of policy
variables concerning how staffing and other management decisions were made. Madachy (2008) includes a variety of System Dynamics models of different aspects of software development.

In an early Agile study, Chichakly (2007) compared Agile to Waterfall methods with an emphasis on the effects of short Agile cycle times and automated testing on project performance under stable and varying requirements patterns, finding Agile superior except for quality concerns. Tignor found that the Rework Cycle is applicable to Agile (2009) and that single and double loop learning effects are important to Agile success (2010). Cao (2010) looked at the commercial sector Extreme Programming (XP) and Scrum methods, and the interaction of customer involvement, pair programming, and refactoring. Marjaie and Rathod (2011) applied grounded theory to model communications effects in Agile. Kong et al. (2011) used a feedback loop to examine the effects of schedule pressure in Agile software maintenance processes. Cocco et al. (2011) used a model with a two-stage backlog with a rework cycle to explore the effects of Kanban and Scrum compared to Waterfall. Glaiel et al. (2013) developed the concept of an Agile Genome of significant dimensions of Agile development and used that in a System Dynamics model with modular sub-models for different genes.

System Dynamics has also been applied to related problems of executing projects through contractors (McKenna, 2005), agency theory effects in government acquisition of large scale ERP systems (Moulton, et al., 2015), the unexpected effects of funding fluctuations on software delays (Trammell, et al., 2016), and many other related concerns.

2. Scaled Agile Framework (SAFe)

SAFe, the Scaled Agile Framework (Leffingwell, 2017) is recognized as a best practice for Lean-Agile implementation at enterprise scale. The Version One State of Agile Survey (Version One, 2016) found that “SAFe saw the largest increase from 19% in 2014 to 27% in 2015 making it the second most prevalent Agile scaling method cited by respondents.”

In a study of the potential for Agile software development in DoD, Miller and Ward concluded that “SAFe is particularly worth a closer look because it directly addresses some of the primary barriers to adopting Agile within a large enterprise such as the DoD as well as being a framework that program offices are likely to see proposed by defense contractors” (2016, p. 10).

SAFe combines a number of Lean-Agile best practices into a holistic framework for the Lean-Agile enterprise. SAFe includes all aspects of a Lean-Agile enterprise (e.g., software development, requirements, planning and scheduling, budgeting, modeling, contracting, quality, test, etc.). SAFe is both scalable and extensible in that not all levels and aspects need to be adopted at once.

The SAFe 4.0 White Paper is an excellent overview of the framework describing SAFe as

"a freely revealed knowledge base of proven, integrated patterns for enterprise-scale Lean-Agile development. It is scalable and modular, allowing each organization to apply it in a way that provides better business outcomes and happier, more engaged employees. SAFe synchronizes alignment, collaboration, and delivery for large numbers of Agile teams. It supports both software and systems development, from the modest scale of well..."
under 100 practitioners to the largest software solutions and complex cyber-physical systems, systems that require thousands of people to create and maintain. SAFe was developed in the field, based on helping customers solve their most challenging scaling problems. It leverages three primary bodies of knowledge: Agile development, Lean product development, and systems thinking. (Scaled Agile Framework, 2016b, p.1)

There are four SAFe core values: alignment, built-in quality, transparency, and program execution.

- **Alignment** refers to “taking a systems view” over seeking to achieve local excellence at the expense of the global objective.
- **Built-in quality** refers to achieving a fast, continuous flow with a minimum of delays due to rework, high value delivery velocity, and the highest levels of customer satisfaction.
- **Transparency** ensures that all stakeholders are on the same page and serves to enable trust.
- **Program execution** refers to routinely and predictably delivering value.

The SAFe Lean-Agile mindset draws on the work of lean manufacturing (Roos et al., 1991; Anderson, 2010) depicted as the “House of Lean” (Leffingwell, 2017, p.28). The SAFe Lean-Agile Goal is “delivering maximum customer value in the sustainably shortest lead time.” The goal is supported by four Pillars: 1) respect for people and culture, 2) flow, 3) innovation, and 4) relentless improvement. The Foundation on which the Lean-Agile house in built is consists of managerial leadership. SAFe also draws on the four values of the Agile Manifesto (Beck et al., 2017):

- **Individuals and interactions** vs. processes and tools
- **Working software** vs. comprehensive documentation
- **Customer collaboration** vs. contract negotiation
- **Responding to change** vs. following a plan

The distinctions between the phrases on the left and those on the right illustrates how Agile is different from traditional software acquisition.

In traditional Waterfall software development project management, design, elaboration, and planning of the master schedule for the project are all completed and approved before software development work starts. Given a fully elaborated detailed plan, people are brought into the project and assigned to tasks in the schedule. This usually results in a varying level of staffing and reassignment of staff from one task to another as the project proceeds. If a project falls behind schedule, managers may add additional staff or negotiate to revise the plan to cut scope or stretch scheduled delivery dates. In short, the work in the plan is the independent variable, while staffing is a dependent variable that varies over time to meet the needs of the plan.

Agile uses a different paradigm. As expressed in the SAFe framework: Team size and the Program Increment and Sprint completion dates cadence are set independently. The dependent variable is flow – the velocity at which fixed size teams working in fixed cadence produce working software. Teams determine the scope of work done as the project progresses via a highly structured and coordinated, but decentralized planning process.
The planning process in SAFe elaborates the Lean-Agile concepts with nine principles (Leffingwell, 2017, p.35):

1) Take an economic view to delivering value early and often considering the trade-offs between risk, cost of delay, operational and development costs, with the implementation of decentralized decision-making.
2) Apply systems thinking to taking the “larger view” of problems and challenges.
3) Assume variability, preserve options for maintaining multiple design options to allow for effective mid-course corrections throughout the lifecycle.
4) Build incrementally with fast, integrated learning cycles for frequent integration points to provide feedback. This is in contrast to the traditional approach in which test and integration are sequential phases.
5) Base milestones on objective evaluation of working systems with integration points serving as objective milestones to evaluate the solution. This is in contrast to the traditional approach of phase gate milestones that produce a single large solution at the end of a series of sequential steps.
6) Visualize and limit work in process (WIP), reduce batch sizes, and manage queue lengths for the application of Lean best practices to maintain demand-capacity balance and continuous product flow.
7) Apply cadence, synchronize with cross-domain planning for achieving synchronization by aligning the activities of the Value Stream, Program, and Team levels to a common cadence.
8) Unlock the intrinsic motivation of knowledge workers acknowledges that while under compensation can be a de-motivator, knowledge workers are motivated by self-actualization rather than monetary compensation such as management by objectives.
9) Decentralize decision making because it’s effective to centralize strategic, long range decisions; all other decisions should be decentralized. This serves to shorten decision cycles and enables agility in responding to change.

SAFe provides an all-encompassing model for how to organize and execute software creation and delivery across the whole enterprise. Many organizations may find it difficult to adopt the whole of SAFe at one time and may need to draw on themes from SAFe to use in a hybrid organizational model.

The SAFe “Big Picture” (see Appendix A), is a web-based diagram connecting to an interactive body of knowledge (Scaled Agile Framework, 2016a). There are two variants to the Big Picture: a three-level SAFe is suited for non-complex organizations requiring a small number of Agile teams, and a four-level SAFe suited for large complex organizations involving hundreds or more practitioners. The four SAFe levels are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Development Unit</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Portfolio</td>
<td>Epics</td>
<td>Enterprise management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value Stream</td>
<td>Capabilities</td>
<td>Funding for solutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program</td>
<td>Features</td>
<td>Coordination of development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team</td>
<td>Stories</td>
<td>Software production (DBT)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: SAFe Levels
Starting from the bottom, the Team level is composed of integrated multi-function Agile teams that conduct the define-build-test (DBT) activities that produce functionality. Teams work on writing software defined in Stories, which is an Agile term for the functionality and context of the software to be created. SAFe provides for using several Agile development methods: Scrum, Kanban, and XP. Scaling is provided by organizing multiple Teams into the larger management structures at higher levels.

The Program level provides a Lean-Agile planning and management structure which delivers product Features to the customer. The combination of the Team and Program levels is known as an Agile Release Train (ART). ARTs are limited in size to 50-125 people in order to maintain the necessary social cohesiveness for face-to-face planning and execution. The ART has all the resources to “move ideas from concept to deployment”. Teams within the ART are aligned to a common mission and vision through a single program backlog. The Program Increment (PI) described below provides for synchronization through a common planning and development cadence (nominally 10 weeks).

The optional Value Stream level, a planning and management structure for multiple supporting ARTs, supports the development of large and complex solutions. At the Value Stream level, Solutions deliver Capabilities, which are each a combination of Features. There are three possible Value Stream – ART configurations:

1) Multiple smaller Value Stream Solutions provided by a single ART;
2) A large Value Stream Solution provided by a single ART; and
3) Multiple ARTs coordinated by a Value Stream providing a complex (e.g., systems of systems) Solution.

The three-level variant of SAFe for smaller scale organizations leaves out the Value Stream level between the top Portfolio level and the lower Program and Team levels.

The Portfolio level contains the value streams, people, and processes necessary to provide funding and governance for the products, services, and solutions required to fulfill the overall business strategy (Leffingwell, 2017, p.411). Work is managed in larger constructs called Epics at the Portfolio level of SAFe. The number of Portfolio levels is determined by the size and complexity of the organization. Less complex organizations may only have a single Portfolio level; whereas, large complex organizations may have multiple Portfolio levels.

3. System Dynamics Modeling of SAFe

We began our Scaled Agile investigation by incrementally developing a System Dynamics model starting at the bottom level of the scaling hierarchy, i.e., the Agile Team level where software is produced. Our Agile Team System Dynamics model structure is illustrated in Figure 1 below. In addition to the core structure of the model described here, there are also a number of sub-models for various factors affecting production which are not detailed. These sub-models connect into the main production model through shared variables and are designed to be modularly replaceable.
Agile Teams and Agile Release Train

The Agile Team is generally a multi-function, multi-skilled group of 5-9 individuals who define, build, and test increments of deliverable software in a time boxed interval, which we refer to here as a Sprint. Although the SAFe framework uses the term “increment”, we adopted the more common name “Sprint” since there are several types of “increments” in SAFe and we want to clarify that we are referring to the interval for the Team work increment.

The Agile Team acts as a self-organizing integrated unit performing all the functions of software development. The Defining function involves elaborating the details of a requirement and designing the software that needs to be created for a component or feature. Building involves writing or modifying code that implements a component or feature. Testing involves designing and creating test cases and executing tests to assure that the software built performs as required to meet the needs of the user.

The Team is intended to stay together for the long term. Work is flowed through fixed size Teams. A Team Size of 5-9 people is recommended in the SAFe framework. A Product Owner augments the Agile Team to provide guidance on understanding and coordinates prioritizing the work done during each interval. The Product Owner acts as the surrogate for the customer and has the responsibility to sign off on completion of each piece of work done. The Product Owner acts as an important member of the Agile Team, but does not actually produce software.
The amount of parallel work that can be effectively controlled within an ART depends, among other things, on the degree of independence of the software being produced by each Team. The architecture of the product being developed will influence the number of Teams that can work simultaneously without running into deconfliction and coordination problems that must be addressed to proceed at full speed.

**Measuring Work: Stories, Story Points, and Work Units**
A model needs to have a measure of work flowing through the process. A key concept in most forms of Agile is the Story, which is used at the Team level to define what is needed. A Story is generally written in “user voice” in a statement of the form:

*As a <user role> I can <do activity> in order to <produce some value>*

By stating Stories in this form, the team is informed about who is going to use the system being developed, what they are going to do with it, and how that will provide a benefit. The Agile Team has the responsibility to determine how to achieve the desired functionality. Acceptance Test Driven Development (ATDD) adds an additional element to the Story to specify the verification criteria for acceptance (Leffingwell, 2017, p.149). ATDD supports automation in the acceptance testing process.

Story size is estimated in Story Points. The usual practice is to use Fibonacci numbers (1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13) to estimate relative size of the work to accomplish a Story. SAFe continues the sequence with larger numbers 20, 40, 100, etc. Since each Team can decide on its own scale for Story Points, there is considerable controversy about how to compare one Team’s Story Points to another and how to relate Story Points to units of required effort (person-days, etc.). The SAFe framework recommends using Normalized Story Points by finding some small Stories that look like they would be achievable in half a day development and half a day test (i.e., one person-day). Those Stories are then assigned one Story Point and act as a unit measure with all others scaled in relation to them. For common baseline planning purposes, SAFe also suggests using an estimating rule of eight Story Points per two-week interval for each production member of a Team (Leffingwell, 2017, p.139). That works out to an estimating rule of four Story Points per person-week.

To avoid being caught up in differences of opinion on size of a Story Point from one organization or Team to another, we have adopted an independently defined Work Unit (WU) for our model. We define the Work Unit as the nominal production of one person in a week with a scale factor of four. In other words, one person working at full speed could potentially produce four WU per week. It is important to recognize that the WU measures nominal production, not actual production, which will be determined by the operation of the actual process in reality or of the model in a simulation. Our WU work unit measure has been scaled to be roughly equivalent to the unit measure of Story Points as recommended in the SAFe framework. The actual relationship to Story Points in any given organization or program at any given time would vary and would have to be calibrated empirically.

**Time-boxes, Program Increments, and Cadence**
All parts of the production process at the Team level work on a common cadence. For example, if the basic cadence is a two-week cycle, then all processes work in intervals that are a multiple
of two weeks and all intervals are aligned so that smaller intervals fit inside larger intervals. The variable *Sprint Duration* in our model defines the length of the smallest interval. The SAFe framework documentation recommends a Sprint length of two weeks, although we have seen four-week Sprints in some cases we have examined, and the length may vary depending on what works best for an organization.

Agile uses a time-box principal for managing work. Stories that are accepted into a Sprint are to be completed during the Sprint interval. Incomplete stories should be an exceptional circumstance. If a Story cannot be completed within the Sprint, several things may happen. The Story may be broken into smaller stories, some of which are completed, and some of which remain incomplete at the end of the Sprint. For stories that are incomplete, the Team may decide to hold the Story over to be done in the next Sprint, replan the Story to a different future Sprint, or reconsider whether the Story needs to be done at all. This decision is made at the end of the Sprint as the Team moves forward to the next interval.

The Sprint is the lowest level cycle in SAFe. The next level up is the Program Increment (PI), which is a fundamental work process organizing structure and usually consists of a fixed number of software production Sprints and one Innovation and Planning interval. The SAFe framework recommends a PI with four software production Sprints and one Innovation and Planning interval, for a total cycle of five intervals of equal length per PI. With a two-week Sprint, a PI configured in this way would last ten weeks. The number of production Sprints in a PI can be different from one organization to another, but the SAFe framework recommends that a common PI length be adopted across a given organization. In our model, we capture the length of a PI, measured in terms of Sprint intervals, with the model parameter *Num Sprints Per PI*.

The Innovation and Planning interval serves both as the last step in a Program Increment and the first step of the next PI. The length of the Innovation and Planning interval is captured with the model parameter *InnovPlan Duration*. Teams can do wrap up work on the Program Increment, including completion of left-over work that is undone, final testing, and integration of the work completed into the Solution to be delivered. Also included is an Inspect and Adapt Workshop which includes a PI System Demo to stakeholders, a review of quantitative metrics on how well the Team is meeting expectations, and conducting a retrospective and problem-solving workshop. During the Innovation and Planning interval, Teams can take also time out from relentless production for continuing education and to research and explore innovative ideas that may have future benefit. Finally, the Innovation and Planning interval also includes PI Planning where the Team plans the work that it will take on for the next PI interval with the help of the Product Owner and feedback to the Product Owners.

One of the key features of the SAFe framework is putting the entire development organization on a common work cycle, or cadence, built around the lowest level interval. Having all Teams and Programs on a common cadence provides synchronization and facilitates coordination. We bring cadence into the model with the *Cadence Pulse* variable which is a unit pulse that recurs at the smallest interval width. By assuming that all increments are aligned at an initial point in time, we can create Start Pulses for various levels of increments.
We also introduce a *Cadence Cycle Counter* that accumulates the number of *Cadence Pulses* that have occurred during a model run. This allows us to create other higher order interval pulses. The *PI Start Pulse* signals the start of a Program Increment (PI) which contains a number of Sprint intervals defined by the constant parameter *Num Sprints Per PI*. Since the Innovation and Planning interval is also used as catch up time for incomplete work in the Program Increment, we include it as a normal Sprint for setting the Pulse and then separately control how the time interval is used.

The *Sprint Start Pulse* is also aligned with the *Cadence Pulse*. The first *Sprint Start Pulse* occurs coincident with the *PI Start Pulse* for its Program Increment. Additional *Sprint Start Pulse* events occur at *Sprint Duration* intervals within the Program Increment until *Num Sprints Per PI* are completed. As we saw above, in some Sprint intervals the Team is focused on producing software, while the final intervals in each Program Increment is focused on Innovation and Planning (IP). Although not all Team Sprint intervals operate the same, there is enough commonality to justify a common *Sprint Start Pulse*.

**Controlling Work in Process**

Another key element of the SAFe framework is Work in Process (WIP) constraints which are used to maximize the flow of work through the production process. WIP constraints are based on Reinertsen’s LEAN product development flow (Reinertsen, 2009). Based on Little’s Law (Little, 1961), Reinertsen argues that flow of work is maximized and delay is minimized when the quantity of work in the inbound queue is balanced against the capacity of the process doing the work. Reinertsen also argues that the most important metric for evaluating a product production system is economic cost of delay. Business value is maximized by minimizing the economic cost of delay, which combines value to the business of the product being delivered and the timeliness of delivery.

As Nicolette, (2016, p.37) points out, “The math also tells us how to load the queue to avoid stalling the entire process. It turns out the traditional approach of dumping as much as possible onto the development teams and demanding that they work faster, harder, or smarter, only creates delay in delivery. There’s a sweet spot where utilization and capacity are balanced, and throughput is maximized.” The WIP limits in our model implement this concept and allow experimentation to find the sweet spot.

We set the *Team Sprint WIP Limit* based on the *Team Perceived Velocity*, which is based on the rate at which the Team has been delivering software. The *Team PI WIP Limit* is then based on the *Team Sprint WIP Limit* allowing for one Sprint cycle being non-production. The formulas for deriving *Team Perceived Velocity*, *Team Sprint WIP Limit* and *Team PI WIP Limit* are potential areas for experimentation with the model. As we shall see, the WIP limits are critical factors that control the flow of work through the production process.

**Types of Work and the Core Software Production Process**
The structure of the Team level of our Scaled Agile model is illustrated by the software production process on the right hand side of Figure 3 along with the related control processes that drive or feed the Team production cycle.
In order to focus on economic cost of delay, we needed to distinguish between work that delivers business value to the customer and other work that needs to be done but does not directly provide value. In investigating Agile with practitioners, we found that there are at least four types of work that flow through an Agile software process:

- **BV**: Work that delivers business value to the customer;
- **EN**: Work on Enablers that improve the development process;
- **RF**: Refactoring work that reorganizes software but does not add functionality; and
- **MT**: Rework and other maintenance work that fixes problems.

In building our model, we found that we needed to focus on the Total Work (TW) being processed, i.e., the sum of all work categories. We also decided that, for our initial model, we would merge all the non-BV categories into a single category, MT. This would allow us to measure business value created and also to include the Rework that we knew would be there as a distinct category without adding unnecessary detail.

The Team level software production model illustrated in Figure 3, uses two co-flows. The primary flow at the top represents the total work (TW) being done. The second parallel co-flow below includes rework and other non-BV work. At the end of the Sprint cycle on the right, we calculate the BV work completed, TeamBV Done, by taking the difference between total work completed, Team TW Done, and non-BV MT work completed, TeamMT Done. The same calculation of BV could also be done at any point in the process.

The core software production process on the upper right of the diagram uses a standard System Dynamics construct of a material flow from work to be done in SprintTW Backlog into work done in TeamTW Done. The rate of flow (SprintTW Prod Rate) is determined by the product of resources applied (Effective Sprint Staff) and productivity (Effective Sprint Productivity). Staff is measured in units of FTE-equivalent persons. Productivity is measured in units of WU per person per week. Effective Sprint Staff depends on Team Size which can be used as an exogenous model policy variable parameter. Actual staff applied to software production itself is reduced to account for the Product Owner who performs an important but non-producing role.

The word “effective” in each variable name indicates that these quantities will vary from nominal FTE staff and nominal productivity rate based on considerations modeled in modular sub-models connected as in the Glaiel Agile Project Dynamics (APD) model structure (Glaiel et al., 2013). For example, effective applied time for staff may follow a conventional assumption of 80% time on task with adjustments for learning curve effects, increased intensity of work under schedule pressure, burn-out effects and other factors. Similarly, productivity may be affected by factors such as development tools and practices that are employed. By separating these components out, we can test alternative representations of important factors while retaining the basic structure of the main SAFe model.

The co-flow shown in the next lower section of the diagram captures the production process for non-business value MT work, which is a proper subset of TW work in the upper flow. This is also a material flow from SprintMT Backlog to TeamMT Done with a rate of production SprintMT Prod Rate that is an allocation of the TW production rate above. The allocation could prioritize MT work over the rest of TW, or it could divide production proportionately to the MT
backlog size compared to the TW backlog, or some other rule for dividing work between the categories. The high level model structure is unchanged as alternative allocation rules are swapped in.

The model also shuts off production when a source backlog drops close to zero (implemented as a value below a minimal quantity, \(\epsilon\)). This prevents backlog level values from falling below zero, which would not be possible in the real system being modeled.

**Rework Cycle in Agile**

Although SAFe does not explicitly include software rework, prior System Dynamics research has identified the Rework cycle as a critical element in software production performance (e.g., Cooper & Mullen, 1993; Cooper, 1994). Consequently, we incorporated a Rework Cycle in our Scaled Agile model as illustrated on the bottom right of the diagram in Figure 3. We had considerable discussion of how to best include Rework in a time-boxed Agile process model. In a traditional project model, the value to be delivered (scope) is fixed and management questions relate to the schedule (when the product is delivered), cost (how large are the resources expended), and quality (whether the software meets needs and level of defects in the delivered product). A model of traditional development can count up time and cost without worrying about whether the time and cost produced units of value along the way.

In contrast, Agile delivers business value incrementally. We needed to distinguish between time spent on delivering value and time spent on other tasks, such as rework. Rework produces no incremental business value. It just repairs work that was already thought to have been done. By feeding rework into the MT co-flow, we were able to keep true business value production separate so that the cost and schedule of value delivery can be captured distinctly.

The model illustrated in Figure 1 shows *Sprint Undiscovered Rework* being generated by a material flow of work units from a cloud controlled by the *Sprint Rework Generation Rate*. The generation rate is derived from the total work production rate (*SprintTW Prod Rate*) by multiplying by a dimensionless factor representing the fraction of work that is not correct and complete (i.e., \(1 - \text{Sprint FCC}\)). The variable *Sprint FCC* is a connecting point into the main model from a modular sub-model that estimates the fraction correct and complete based on considerations such as methods used in development, the level of software complexity, accumulated technical debt, and, as illustrated in the diagram, the invisible quantity of undiscovered rework. Teasing these factors apart empirically may well require considerable effort, but this part of the model provides a standard place to apply that knowledge as it is gained.

Following standard modeling practice, *Sprint Undiscovered Rework* is an invisible quantity that managers know is there and know will require future work to correct problems when it is discovered. Discovery of rework results in a material flow of work units following the arrow up into the *SprintMT Backlog* at a rate of *SprintMT Rework Discovery Rate*, which is implemented as another variable that connects to a modular sub-model that may use factors such as the fraction of Team time devoted to testing and whether continuous integration and automated testing are employed. To keep TW and MT in synch, the same quantity of work units also flows
into SprintTW Backlog. As discovered rework is added to the backlogs, it becomes part of the work production cycle in both the TW and MT co-flows.

At the end of the Sprint, any remaining Sprint Undiscovered Rework is transferred up to the next level into Team URW. Similarly, at the end of the Program Increment, any remaining undiscovered rework is transferred up to Prog URW. As rework is discovered at the higher levels it flows down through ProgMT Backlog and TeamMT Backlog into SprintMT Backlog where the corrective work is done. The rate of flow is determined by management policies and controlled by the WIP mechanism described next.

Managing the Flow of Work through Backlogs
The right hand side of our investigatory model (Figure 1) is a continuous process that produces software whenever there is anything in the SprintTW Backlog. The left hand side of the diagram works differently. Work is pulled forward into backlogs in chunks at cadence pulse points. The WIP limits discussed above control how much work is placed in each backlog at each pulse.

In the middle of the diagram, the SprintTW Backlog is filled via a material flow from the TeamTW Backlog at each instant when a Sprint Start Pulse occurs. The rate at which work is pulled is shown as SprintTW Transfer. This rate is zero except when a Sprint Start Pulse occurs. If the TeamTW Backlog is empty (less than epsilon), nothing happens. Otherwise, a quantity of work is pulled into the Sprint backlog with the constraint that new work added cannot raise the SprintTW Backlog above the Team Sprint WIP Limit.

At the same pulse time, the SprintMT Backlog receives work pulled from the TeamMT Backlog, which is a subset of the TeamTW Backlog. To maintain the proper subset relationship, a fraction of the SprintTW Transfer rate is allocated to the SprintMT Transfer rate that controls the flow of work into TeamMT Backlog. By maintaining the subset relationship, we also assure that the WIP limit is not violated by MT work pulled into the Sprint backlog.

It is theoretically possible that the SprintTW Backlog is already above its WIP limit if a large amount of rework has been discovered and has not yet been worked off. In that case, no new work is pulled into either the TW or MT backlog on this pulse. During the next Sprint, the Team development process performs work and drains the backlog. Since the Team Sprint WIP Limit is derived from the perceived velocity of the Team, the process should gradually adapt and adjust so that the SprintTW Backlog is empty at the end of each Sprint. At the beginning of the next Sprint cycle, the backlog is refreshed and the process continues.

A similar process happens at the Program Increment level to the left in the diagram. The TeamTW Backlog is filled via a material flow from the program backlog in ProgTW Backlog at each instant when a PI Start Pulse occurs. If the ProgTW Backlog is empty (less than epsilon), nothing happens. Otherwise, a quantity of work is pulled into TeamTW Backlog with the constraint that new work added cannot push the TeamTW Backlog above the Team PI WIP Limit. The PI WIP limit is set differently from the Sprint WIP limit. At the PI level, the WIP limit is set based on one fewer Sprit cycles than the actual length of the Program Increment (Num Sprints Per PI) to allow for an Innovation and Planning interval with no new work at the end.
To see how this works, consider an example from the *SAFe Reference Guide* (Leffingwell, 2017, p.117) of an Agile Team of six with five software production staff and one Product Owner with two-week Sprints and a ten-week Program Increment period. In the example, each developer can produce 8 WU per Sprint giving an estimated Team velocity of 40 WU per Sprint (20 WU per week times two weeks). *Team Sprint WIP Limit* would be 40. At the pulse that begins each production Sprint, 40 WU would be pulled into the *SprintTW Backlog*. At the end of each Sprint, the backlog would be empty (assuming no discovered rework) and the process would continue.

The ten-week Program Increment would be divided into four production Sprint intervals and one Innovation and Planning interval. The *Team PI WIP Limit* would be 160 (4 times 40 per Sprint). At the beginning of the PI, 160 WU would be pulled into the *TeamTW Backlog* to be completed during the PI. If all goes according to plan, each Sprint would use up 40 WU, leaving the PI backlog empty after the four production Sprints complete and the Team would not have any new production work to be done during the Innovation and Planning interval.

This example illustrates how WIP limits are used in the model to control work flow and arrange for an Innovation and Planning interval at the end of each PI with no new work to be done. If things go awry, backlogs will not be fully drained and the Team may have some left over work to complete during the Innovation and Planning interval, which is designed to have slack to absorb variability. There may also be some work left in the *TeamTW Backlog* for the PI, which provides an indicator that the *Team Perceived Velocity* was set too high and needs to be adjusted down. The recalculation of velocity should take place automatically as the Team calculates the work delivered during the PI and recalculates its production velocity.

Although not illustrated on the diagram, a similar process pulls MT work from the program level into the Team level *TeamMT Backlog*. A variant on the illustrated model does a triage on discovered rework, placing less urgent rework into *TeamMT Backlog* and more urgent rework into *SprintMT Backlog*. Although also not shown on the diagram, the *TeamMT Backlog* also receives rework pulled from a program level backlog of rework discovered after the Team has delivered completed software for integration in the ART.

The model is self-adjusting. Left over work is carried forward to the next Sprint and/or PI in the model. The model sees work as a quantity rather than as a collection of objects. In actual practice, the Team would have individual stories in its backlog and would consider what to do with each incomplete Story, whether to break a Story down in to smaller pieces for partial implementation or whether to reconsider the due date of the Story, perhaps pushing it into a later PI. Additional detail, and perhaps agent-based modeling, may be needed to gain greater fidelity on finer grain management of stories.

**Managing Work at the Agile Release Train Program Level**

To scale beyond the capacity of a single Team, the SAFe Scaled Agile framework adds another organizing construct called the ART, which organizes and integrates the work of multiple Agile Teams to deliver software solutions to the enterprise.

The ART, composed of the SAFe Program and Team levels, is described as a virtual organization of up to twelve Teams that “plans, commits, and executes together” to accomplish a
common mission. In addition to the staff on the Teams, the ART includes other staff that perform roles that cross Teams:

- The Release Train Engineer acts as a leader to coordinate the Teams on common goals;
- Product Management oversees the deliverable content being executed and coordinates with the Product Owner on each Team to actively manage scope and quality as work progresses;
- User Experience designers assure the quality of the product from a user perspective;
- System Architects coordinate how the parts of the solution will fit together and provide guidance to Teams in planning shared components and overall system design structure, which will influence system testing and can impact Team progress when common components need work by multiple Teams;
- The System Team supports infrastructure for development and testing, evaluates compliance with Non-Functional Requirements, performs ART level testing and assists with solution integration and ART System Demos;

Scaled Agile provides for multiple Teams working simultaneously in parallel as part of an ART. To keep coordination overhead within manageable bounds, the SAFe recommends limiting the number of Teams in an ART to no more than eight to twelve, with a total of 50-125 people across the Teams and the ART-level staff (Leffingwell, 2017). One of the key functions of ART-level staff is to assure that the ground is prepared so that Teams always have a right-sized backlog to enable delivery of value at maximum flow rate.

In our model, multiple Teams are represented by replicating the Team model as many times as necessary. Although work at the Program level falls into the categories described above, the discussion here will focus on total work (TW) with the understanding that co-flows similar to the Team level maintain the distinctions between business value work (BV) and other work (MT) with the latter including rework discovered at the Program level as well as below.

The iteration cadence for the Program level is the Program Increment (PI). During PI Planning at the beginning of the PI, each Team pulls work to be done from the common program backlog for the ART in ProgTW Backlog. Because of the WIP control mechanism, the total work pulled is the sum of the PI WIP Limits for all the Teams.
The Program level staff works through the production cycles of the PI to refill the program backlog by reviewing and analyzing Features in the ART ProgTW Funnel and then selecting and decomposing Features into Stories for implementation in a future PI. These Features and Stories are then placed into the ART common program backlog ProgTW Backlog for Teams to pull from on the next PI cycle. At the same time, the backlog is groomed to remove Features and Stories that are no longer needed or have lower value. A simplistic version of these activities is illustrated in Figure 2.

The WIP limit on the program backlog is looser than at the Team level, since there must be sufficient work in the program backlog to enable Teams to keep working at full speed and to allow Teams at PI Planning to have a range of options in selecting the work to be done in the next Program Increment. Although the limit is looser, the pull effect is the same. As work is pulled out by the Teams, it must be replaced from the ART backlog in the ProgTW Funnel, which in turn creates the need to replenish the ART backlog. This continues the bottom-up pull effect on the whole process.

On the left hand side of the Team model in Figure 1, flow is instantaneous when pulses occur since a quantity of work to be done is already stocked in the sequence of backlogs leading up to the production cycle on the right. In the ART model in Figure 2, however, another analysis process combining staff and productivity must be executed to refill the common program backlog. In order for the whole ART train to keep moving at full speed, management must supply sufficient resources to analyze and decompose Features into Stories to assure that the program backlog is topped up before the next PI begins. The analysis work must also be sufficient to make up for the loss of Stories through backlog grooming.
4. Conclusions and Future Steps

Using System Dynamics modeling, we were able to capture essential structures of the SAFe Scaled Agile methodology, with particular emphasis on the flow of work and value through the software development processes. One of the advantages of System Dynamics is that the model allows visualization of how SAFe would operate when implemented and highlights areas of concern to a manager when considering adoption.

In building the model we had to solve the problem of separating Business Value creation work from Rework in an Agile context when the rate of value delivery and economic cost of delay are key metrics. By creating a dual co-flow model, we were able to maintain this distinction.

Since elements such as production rate and rework generation are based on the Total Work being processed, we had to make one co-flow be Total Work (TW) and the other be other work (MT) while maintaining the subset relationship at all times. The Business Value (BV) work becomes a derived quantity from the difference of the other two types of work.

One of the things we uncovered in our modeling was that WIP limits have the effect of pulling work through processes, Kanban style, rather than being pushed as in traditional processes. This means that the rate of work at the bottom Team level drives the whole process. We found that the model simplified tremendously when we took advantage of WIP limits to control flow. For a manager, this means that setting WIP limits will be critical to the results obtained. As a simulation, the model can be used as a learning tool to understand the implication of SAFe and to test alternative policies for setting WIP limits and parameters that can affect the balance of work flow.

Going forward, we intend to extend the production model to include software delivery and independent testing and verification that may be required in government programs. We will also add more detail for additional SAFe processes and investigate how rework and WIP interact as well as experimenting with plugging in alternative modular sub-models. With the inclusion of the sub-models, we will investigate non-linear effects, such as variations in team size, batch size, and coordination effects within the team and across teamsize an ART.

We also want to address additional questions that have been raised in interviews with managers considering adopting Agile. First, how can a manager exercise control over the complex of teams, ARTs, and other elements making up a SAFe organization? Given that the Agile philosophy is bottom-up self organization of work, how can a manager measure progress to promised deliverables? What can a manager do to influence the SAFe organization? In fact, can a manager exercise control at all? By building models of possible control scenarios meshed to an extended SAFe model, we hope to be able to provide managers with confidence on these questions.

Second, how does SAFe work if the teams are made up of contractors and the Program/ART level is made up of government personnel? What are the agency relationships? How does the SAFe structure achieve the connections between levels needed to align incentives and achieve maximum value delivered?
Third, how can an ART mesh with the kinds of periodic process expectations of bureaucratic management levels above the software organization? In particular, can SAFe facilitate meeting Waterfall-like process deliverables required by higher leadership levels? There is evidence that Agile can work in this environment, but how does it work? A model can help managers answer this type of question.
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